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• Budget cuts
Cuts in UMPD leave
campus with less officers
By Beverly A. Gabe
Staff Writer
Due to budget cuts University of
Maine police officers are working
harder with fewer staff members.
The Department of Public Safe-
ty has experienced a $40,()00 cut in
salaries since Jan. of 1991. This has
caused the dismissal of three people
from the department and an in-
creased work load upon the remain-
ing officers and staff.
According to Alan Reynolds,
director of public safety, a student
data position and two police posi-
tions were eliminated due to the
decrease in funding from llMaine.
Officers now have to do their own
paperwork because of the student
data position vacancy. The two po-
lice positions that were removed
have caused increased strain on the
existing police force.
"We've changed scheduling
around to acconunodate this [loss in
officers]. There are times when we are
operating with a smaller crew on cer-
tain shifts," Reynolds said.
"We're attempting to do all the
work we did before but with less
people."
Funding to Residential Life has
also been cut by UMaine, further
affecting the Department of Public
Safety. Due to their decreased bud-
get. ResLife has been forced to cut
funding to Public Safety and in turn,
Public Safety has decreased their
patrols in the dorms.
"ResLife cut back and, therefore.
we lost those positions. We don't
have those patrols," Reynolds said.
Despite the decrease of police
patrols in the dorms, student safety
is not being compromised accord-
ing to Reynolds.
"We've put our officers on bicy-
cles so they can get from one dorm
to another faster than walking. Our
officers have also been putting an
extra effort into patrols to compen-
sate for those losses [of officers],"
Reynolds said.
As a result of the fewer numbers
of police officers on campus some
students have been commenting on
the performance of the officers
they've seen.
"When I see cops now, they are
doing more than last year when I
would see them always just sitting
in their cars," said Margaret Wright,
a sophomore student.
According to Reynolds, increased
visibility is the solution to the de-
crease in the number of police staff.
"The more times we have an
officer going through a parking lot,
the less chance there is that there is
going to be vandalism in that park-
ing lot."
During the summer, thefts were
the major activity that Public Safety
had to contend with. Now that the
university community is back, mali-
ciou.s mischief and assaults are the
primary concern of the officers. Po-
lice officers will be doing their best to
compensate for their loss in numbers
while still trying to protect the com-
munity they serve.
Navin' a ball near Hilltop...
The Willy Kelly Band performs at the UMaine concert facility Saturday afternoon as part ofthe "Ball on the Mall," sponsored by the Off-Campus Board. (Baer photo.)
• Cutler Health Center
Pharmacy offers affordable medicine
By John Humphrey
Staff Writer
Students looking for new ways to
stretch their savings this fall can cut
costs by purchasing otherwise ex-
pensive medical items at the Univer-
sity of Maine's own pharmacy.
The pharmacy is located in the
west wing of Cutler Health Center
and is open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Only reg-
isteted students may purchase items
there. Payment is by cash or check.
The pharmacy is staffed by Al-
vah Mallory and Debra Kotredes.
Both are registered pharniacists.
They feel many students are un-
aware of the advantages of using the
UMaine pharmacy rather than an
outside drugstore.
College of Forestry has field day
About 60 faculty, staff and students ventured out into the chilly Sunday weather to enjoya barbecue and play volleyball and softball as part of the College of Forestry's Annual FallField Day. Pictured: Dr. Floyd Newby (L) and Louis Morin (R). (Boyd photo.)
"For the most pan, items are less
expensive here," Mallory said.
"There are no professional fees, the
charges are for the medications
themselves."
Mallory explained that the pro-
fessional fees are waived by money
taken from each student's compre-
hensive fee. This can mean signifi-
cant savings on some items.
"Take this asthma inhaler as an
example." Mallory demonstrated.
"We can offer it for $10 here, while
at another pharmacy you'd pay $20.
That's a 50 percent saving for you."
The 1.1Maine pharmacy quali-
fies for discounts on various items
at the state level. It can also save
student's money in other ways.
"We can get some material at
hospital prices and because the uni-
versit) has ROT(' we are eligible for
military pricing as well," Mallory said.
"We are as service oriented as
possible," Mallory said.
Not all items are priced so cheap-
ly. Many medications which cannot
be bought in bulk through wholesal-
ers will vary little in price from other
pharmacies, Mallory and Kotredes
explained.
"It depends .on the item,"
Kotredes said.
Students should be able to find
most medications they need at the
pharmacy. Some of the common
items dispensed include antibiotics
like penicillin, decongestants, cough
syrups, and bronchial medicines.
Items not immediately available can
Sec PHARMACY on page 12
• Profile
Public Administration prof
witnessed Somalian civil war
By Kevin Bowden
Volunteer Writer
Before Carl Ekstrom joined the
University of Maine faculty this
year as a professor of Public Ad-
ministration, he was teaching class-
es in an African country on the
brink of civil war.
Ekstrom was part of the Soma-
lian Management Training and
Development Project (SOMTAD),
a federally funded project designed
to upgrade the academic skills of
people in the African country of
Somalia.
Ekstrom's first Somalian tour
of duty took place from October of
1989 to April of 1990.
During the last two weeks of
Ekstrom's second Somalian tour
of duty, from October to Decem-
ber of 1990. Ekstrom was teaching
public administration in Somalia's
capitol city of Mogadishu when
fighting started. Rebel forces were
beginning an attempt to overthrow
the government.
Ekstrom's tour of duty was cut
short and, three weeks after he left
Somalia, civil war broke out.
"A vast number of my [Soma-
lian] students are probably dead or
in exile from the country," Ek-
strom said.
Among Ekstrom's students
were three members of the Soma-
lian National Parliament, the Di-
rector General of the national cen-
tral bank, and the former president
of the national trade unit.
On one day, Ekstrom had just
loaded his car for school when he
heard gunfire. He called the Univer-
Scc EKSTROM on page 12
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NewsBriefs • Mass killer arraigned on 11 murder charges• CCL decides to delay referendum court challenge
• Towns file suit to block landfill site
• Crime
Alleged mass killer accused of sex-torture slayings in California
1
SAN ANDREAS, Calif. (AP) — Alleged mass killer Charles Ng, was arraignedFriday on 11 murder charges accusing him of sex-torture slayings over a two-year period.Ng, 30, dressed in a red prison jumpsuit and shackled with chains, appeared beforeJustice Court Judge Douglas Mewhinney in a packed courtroom amid tight security.Several of the counts involve special circumstances which carry the death penalty.Ng and accomplice Leonard Lake allegedly tortured and murdered their victims at asecluded compound in the Sierra Nevada mountains.Lake committed suicide by swallowing a cyanide pill during police questioning followinga botched shoplifting attempt in 1985. Evidence found in a stolen car in his possession led policeto the compound.
Authorities discovered piles of charred bones, bloody tools, shallow graves, Lakes' 250-page diary and videotapes of sexual torture on the 2 1/2 -acre property about 150 miles eastof San Francisco. The fenced compound included cinder-block bunker with a crudely builtwooden cell, where authorities say Lake and Ng tormented people.
• Layoffs
US Postal Service to
eliminate 47,000 jobs
3 WASHINGTON (AP) — The I f.S. Postal Servicehas cut 37,000 jobs since 1989 and plans to eliminate47,000 more by the middle of this decade, PostmasterGeneral Anthony Frank said.
"In six years we're reducing by 84,000 career employees...that obviously is a major, major reduction," said Frank.All the reductions so far have been done by attrition "andwe hope we can continue to do that. That's our plan," Franksaid at a meeting with reporters.
The effect of this reduction will be an annual saving of $4.5billion, Frank said.
The saving will help hold postal rates steady, he said. Theagency is seeking an increase for the current 29-cent rate to 30cents. Frank said he expects another increase in 1995, but thisgoal is for that to be the last on this decade.
Frank added that he is continuing to push for improvedservice, including 95 percent on-time delivery and less timewaiting in lines in post offices.
The cuts in workers will reduce the postal service rosterto 703,000 people from a "high water mark" of 787,000 inJune 1989, Frank said.
• War on drugs
Mills to continue
investigations on BIDE
FARMINGTON (AP) — District Attorney Ja-4 net T. Mills said she's not going to back off criticismof the state anti-drug agency that she claims madeher the target of a "smear campaign."
"I don't think people should be silenced by threats of anysort or intimidated for speaking out." said Mills, the prosecu-tor for Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin counties.Mills, who has been criticized by police officers anddefendants alike, contends she was targeted by the Bureau ofIntergovernmental Drug Enforcement and U.S. AttorneyRichard Cohen.
Mills charges that Cohen's office investigated her forpossible drug use, but no charges were filed. The investigationcame after Mills criticized BIDE and Gov. John McKemanfor using the agency for political purposes.Mills said she filed a notice of tort claim against PublicSafety Commissioner John Atwood, BIDE Director FrankAmoroso and several BIDE agents. The claim protects herrights to bring suit for libel and slander.
"I really think it's important in the public interest that therebe a full investigation into BIDE itself," Mills said. "I thinkthe public has a right to know what's going on and that publicpolicy is being carried out."
AUGUSTA (AP) — The Christian Civic League is postponing its challenge of adecision by Secretary of State G. William Diamond to keep a referendum question thathe thinks is unconstitutional off the ballot.
The league had filed suit to force a statewide vote on its initiative to require areferendum on any gay rights legislation adopted by the Maine Legislature.Executive Director Jasper Wyman said his group decided to delay an immediate courtchallenge because of the difficulty of gathering more then 52,000 signatures by February to getthe 1992 ballot.
"We're not abandoning the referendum, we're only postponing it," Wyman said.But another group denied access to the ballot is ready to fight Diamond's claim thatreferendum questions he thinks are clearly unconstitutional shouldn't be sent to voters."I'm delighted to be a trailblazer," said Sharon Bouchard, the leader of a group seeking termlimits on state and federal lawmakers from Maine. She said her group is ready to take the issueto the state's highest court.
WorldDigest
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• Heroism
5-year-old gets "Real
American Hei-o" award
5
• Gay rights
Christian Civic League backs down
on referendum challenge
2
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A 5-year-old whotelephoned for help and retrieved his father's severedfinger after a table saw accident was presented Fridaywith a "Real American Hero" award.Carl "C.J." Martin Jr. of Litchfield accepted a medal andplaque from Rep. Dick Swett, D-N.11., who nominated him forthe award.
CI. was chosen as one of 10 winners from nearly 600children nationwide in the G. I. Joe Hero contest sponsoredby Hasbro Inc. He and his parents planned to fly to Wash-ington on Saturday for a tour and another presentation.C.J. was helping his father work with a table saw lastMay when Carl Martin Sr. looked away, the board he wassawing kicked back and his fingers got caught in the blade.The color drained from C.J.'s face, Martin recalled.
"You could see the fear in his face — he was afraid,"Martin said. "He was seeing something he'd never seenbefore."
But the boy recovered, went inside the house to get a wettowel for his father's hand, then started to dial 911 for anambulance. Instead, with Martin's guidance, C.J. telephonedhis mother. Then the boy helped him get dressed, evenbrushing his father's hair.
• Environment
Suit filed for removalfrom landfill site list
AUGUSTA (AP) — Two York County comrunu-6 nities filed suit to block the state's proposal for aspecial-waste landfill on their shared border, offi-cials said.
Attorneys for Biddeford and Arundel contend the MaineWaste Management agency ignored state laws and violatedthe rights of local residents by failing to assess the landfill'simpact on the communities.
The 289-acre site was ranked as the most suitable of threebeing considered for the landfill that would accept incineratorash, asbestos, sludge and other so-called special wastes.Attorney Jeffrey A. Thaler of Lewiston is representingBiddeford, and Arundel Attorney Martha C. Gaythwait isrepresenting the town. The attorneys successfully fought theproposed Township 30 landfill in Washington County.ABB Environmental Services Inc. of Portland has con-cluded that the Biddeford
-Arundel site is preferable to othersin Kittery and Buxton because it's the largest of the three, hasthe right soil consistency and has easy access to the MaineTurnpike.
The firm later dropped the 115-acre Kittery site from thelist because of wetlands surrounding the area, leaving only theBiddeford site and the 165-acre Buxton site.
.e.
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• Film
UMaine student's film on El Salvador to be shovvn on WednesdayBy Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
Filming a movie can be a dangerous under-
taking. Motion pictures made in Hollywood
are often garnished with stunts, fires, explo-
sions and assorted mayhem which can cause
bodily injury and even death to the players.
But filming a movie in Hollywood is child's
play compared to filming in El Salvador.
UMaine student Ethan Strimling didjusi that.
Strimling, a senior history major, with a
focus on U.S ./Latin American history, recent-
ly completed work on "Stranded in El Salva-
dor," a film compiled from footage taken in
the Central American country.
"Stranded in El Salvador" will premiere
at UMaine, Wed. Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. in 100
Neville Hall.
The film "creates an image of the govern-
ment of El Salvador being self-serving and
murderous of its people," Strimling said. It also
paints an unkind picture of the U.S. govern-
ment which supports the current regime.
Strimling and director Louis Racht were
often at risk as they filmed in El Salvador. At
one point, they went down a road in La Palma,
a city known for its art, and were stopped by
a military unit. The commander, who Strim-
ling described as "a young, little, cocky shit,"
began drilling them about their purpose in the
area while soldiers pointed weapons at them.
After several anxious moments the command-
er finally believed that Strimling and his com-
panion were in La Palma to view the artwork.
However, the commander still told them
to "leave on the next bus. If we find you hereit will be a lot of trouble for you," according
to Strimling.
But that didn't stop the film-makers from
wanting to do more politically dangerous things.
"We were pretty gutsy about it," Strim-ling said.
Getting the film back to the U.S. also
proved nerve-wracking for Strimling and
Racht. They hid the film in their luggage and
brought much of it back in shifts, to avoid
hassles at customs.
"We brought the material back somewhat
undercover," Strimling said.
While they took risks in getting the film
back to the U.S., they were cautious when
they actually filmed. Stir-riling said they avoid-
ed filming in front of the army and that they
always asked permission from private citi-
zens before they filmed them.
Speaking out against the government is
often a life-threatening offense. This fear lim-
ited some of the angles that they could cover,
he said.
"Some people had incredible stories to
( Costa Rica
tell, but they were scared," he said.
On another occasion, the crew was film-
ing a demonstration when the army opened
fire on the crowd. Some of the panic was
captured on the Super-8 film.
In addition to the footage shot in El Salva-
dor, Strimling and Racht spliced videotape
and other file footage during the editing pro-
cessin the U.S. The result is a story about a
tourist who goes to El Salvador politically
unaware. Through his observations and expe-
riences, he discovers many conradictions re-
garding El Salvador and its relationship with
the (IS. government.
The movie premiere is sponsored by the
Maine Peace Action Committee.
• Art
Painting constructions express themselves minus the paintBy William R. Grasso
Volunteer Writer
A stone is bound by a slim red cord, and
knotted once at the front. Next to it, another
almost identical stone is similarly bound,
but knotted twice.
The current exhibition at Carnegie Hall,
the University of Maine Museum of Art, is
the work of a Maine woman named M.
Ekola Gerverick. Much of the art in this
exhibit is called "painting constructions."
Painting constructions is a form of art
where the artist uses a ,medium other than
paint to create his or her art.
"This art reads like poetry," says Curato-
rial Intern Kelly Swift. "Any viewer can get
something out of it without a degree in an."
Usually, one must travel to New York to
"This art reads like
poetry. Any viewer can
get something out of it
without a degree in art."
Kelly Swift,
Curatorial Intern
find a new current artist. But Gerverick went
to one of the museum's satellite exhibitions
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in Bath and identified herself as an artist.
Swift, the curator of this exhi bit, and Charles
Shepard III, the museum director, visited a
Bath studio in order to view the artist's work.
"It was unusually pleasing, and easy to
understand," Swift said. "We decided it was
something we would like to show at the
museum."
Some of the art is unusual. Bones, bro-
ken chairs and rusty old watch innards are
not what one usually expects to see on a
painting. The exhibit is dedicated to Taava
Miian, Gerverick's paternal grandmother,
and a Finnish faith healer.
Gerverick grew up in the Upper Peninsu-
la of Michigan. While still young, she would
create art constructions made from branch-
es, leaves and stones. That early fascination
with nature still shows in the art now exhib-
ited. She represents herself as a small leaf in
her paintings, and her grandmother as the
stone.
"I think the work has spiritual qualities,"
Swift said. "Even if you have never seen a
painting before, this work has something-for
everyone."
The exhibit will be on display through
Oct. 25: The artist will give a lecture on
Wednesday. Oct. 2 at 7 p.m., and on Sunday.
Oct. 6, at 1 p.m. at Carnegie Hall. It will be
followed by a reception for the artist at 115
Franklin St. Bangor at 2:30 p.m.
Carnegie Hall is located next to Ballen-
tine Hall.
• Crime
Accused jewelry thief pleads
not guilty in Bangor
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — The former
Waterville coin dealer accused of selling
stolen jewelry from an Arizona thief plead-
ed innocent Friday to charges of possession
of interstate stolen goods.
Keith Richardson, 28, of Gardner, Mass.,
was released on $10,000 unsecured bail by
the U.S. District Judge Morton A. Brody,
who presided over Richardson's arraign-
ment.
Investigators say Richardson worked
with convicted burglar John Arthur Mac-
Lean, 44, of Tempe, Arizona, who stole
millions of dollars of jewelry and cash from
affluent homes in Scottsdale, Arizona.
In 1989, MacLean first met Richard-
=IV."
son, who owned the Skowhegan Coin and
Stamp Corp. in Waterville, when MacLean
introduced himself as a customer vaca-
tioning in Maine, according to a court
affidavit.
MacLean later began sending packages
of jewelry every other week to Richardson,
who sold them wholesale to other dealers
from 1989 to March 1991, according to
Richardson's indictment.
During a news conference earlier this
month, FBI officials displayed four jeweled
rings that were recovered in Maine, includ-
ing one valued at $6,000 that was traced to
Arizona. An agent purchased the ring at
Richardson's shop for $700.
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NationalNews • President Bush moves to lower nuclear tensions• Vote deadlocked for Supreme Court nomination
• Archaeologist searching for Columbus' ship off Haiti
• Nuclear weapons cutbacks
Bush says US will cut back land-based and short-range nukes
By Terence Hunt
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush,
in a dramatic move to lower nuclear tensions,
announced Friday night he is eliminating all
land-based nuclear weapons and removing all
short-range nuclear arms from submarines
and ships worldwide.
"We can now take steps to make the world
a less dangerous place than ever before in the
nuclear age," Bush said in a nationally broad-
cast address from the Oval Office.
Bush cal led upon the Soviet Union to match
the United States in unilateral cutbacks and to
join in negotiations other arms reductions.
"I have asked the Soviets to go down this
road with us," Bush said.
He called on Moscow to open negotia-
tions for a quick agreement to eliminate all
long-range ballistic missiles with multiple
warheads, an area where the Soviet Union has
a large advantage. He did not propose negoti-
ations on multiple warhead missiles at sea,
where the United States has the edge.
Bush also announced he would order U.S.
strategic bombers to "immediately stand down
from their alert posture." Those warplanes
now fly missions round-the clock, and half of
them are on alert at any given time.
Bush called Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev and Russian President Boris Yelt-
sin to inform them of his measures. He said he
expected Gorbachev's response would be
positive, but said the Soviet leader had not had
time to absorb the details.
"The prospect of a Soviet invasion into
Western Europe, launched with little or no
warning, is no longer a realistic threat," Bush
said 'The Warsaw Pact has crumbled. In the
Soviet Union, the advocates of democracy
triumphed over a coup that would have re-
stored the old system of repression."
Bush's initiative marks one of the broad-
est and most comprehensive changes in U.S.
nuclear strategy since the start of the nuclear
arms race in the early 1950s.
Administration officials outlined details
of Bush's plan in advance and Bush's spokes-
man said it "marked an historic turning point"
that reflects a reduction in worldwide tensions
since the collapse of Soviet communism.
The package includes:
• Reduction and eventual elimination of
all U.S. and Soviet ground-based ballistic
missiles with multiple warheads. His propos-
al does not include sea-launched ballistic
weapons, where the United States enjoys
superiority over the Soviets.
• Abandonment of the controversial rail-
based system for the MX missile, which was
killed by the Senate a day earlier.
• Unilateral elimination of tactical nucleai
weapons from Europe and South Korea. and the
withdrawal of all tactical nuclear weapons from
ships and submarines. Tactical nuclear designed
for air use would remain in Europe, however.
An administration source said Bush re-
mained committed to two other controversial
weapon systems, the costly B-2 bomber and
elements of the Strategic Defense Initiative,
the anti-missile plan known as Star Wars.
• Supreme Court
Judiciary committee splits 7-7 on Thomas; vote sent to Senate
By James Rowley
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Ju-
diciary Committee deadlocked 7-7 in Clar-
ence Thomas' Supreme Court confirmation
Friday, with Democrats saying they simply
couldn't believe parts of his testimony. The
panel then sent the nomination to the full
Senate for a decisive vote.
Both sides said Thomas still appeared
likely to win confirmation when the Senate
vote occurs, possibly as early as next week.
"It is going to raise a lot of questions in
individual senators' minds," said Sen. Patrick
Leahy, D-Vt. and Ralph Neas, of the Leader-
ship Conference on Civil Rights, declared, "A
nomination that was seen for months as a done
deal is now a very contested nomination."
No Supreme Court nominee who has failed
to win the Judiciary Committee's support has
won Senate confirmation.
President Bush seemed unfazed by the
vote on his nominee, telling reporters, "It'll be
all right."
"I think the probability is he will be ap-
proved," said Sen. Paul Simon, Simon,
4,who opposed Thomas in the committee vote,
added, "I don't think anything is in concrete."
Although the Senate could vote as early as
next Thursday, opponents urged senators to
take more time to study the hearing record.
Leahy said senators should have sufficient
time to study the committee's report, which
will not be filed until l'uesday.
In addition to possibly keeping Thomas
off the court as it begins its new term in
October, a long delay would give opponents
a chance to round up more votes against
Thomas.
None of the Senate's 43 republicans so far
have said they would oppose Thomas and
nine democrats have declared their support
for him.
There were two votes Friday after Judicia-
ry Committee members made lengthy state-
ments explaining their position.
First the panel voted 7-7 on the motion to
endorse the nomination. All six Republicans
and Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., voted for
consideration. Simon cast the negative vote.
The 43-year-old Thomas was nominated
by Bush to be the nation's second black
Supreme Court justice, succeeding Thurgood
Marshall, who was the first. Thomas is a
conservative, Marshall a staunch liberal.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., said
Thomas was asking the committee to make a
Ron's
Barber Shop
Ronald Couturier Owner
43 N. Main Street
Old Town, ME
Open Tuesday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
& Saturdays 5:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
"leap of faith" when he said his praise of an
anti-abortion article in an 1987 speech should
not be taken to mean he necessarily opposed
abortion.
Thomas testified that the remark was a
"throwaway line" and did not amount to an
endorsement of the article's conclusions.
"If senators buy the view that Justice
Thomas, as a member of the Supreme Court.
will approach Roe vs. Wade with an open
mind, there is a bridge in Brooklyn they might
also like to buy," Kennedy said.
Republicans denied that Thomas had tai-
lored his testimony to win support of senators.
"There's been no confirmation conversion,"
said Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.
• Crime
Marion Barry resentenced to six
months in pnson for coke possession
By Laurie Asseu
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former May-
or Marion Barry was resentenced Friday to
six months in prison for cocaine possession
by a judge who accused him of giving an
"aura of respectability" to the capital's vio-
lent drug culture.
The sentence imposed by U.S. District
Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson was identi-
cal to the one thrown out two months ago by
a federal appeals court.
Jackson said he believed Barry was more
sorry that he had been caught than for his
actual drug use. "His expressions of re-
morse have been belated and perfunctory,"
the judge said.
Barry could be imprisoned in a mini-
mum-security facility within weeks, said
U.S. Attorney Fay Stephens, who said he
had "violated the public trust and contribut-
ed to the demand for drugs."
Barry declined to address the court
and did not speak to reporters afterward.
His estranged wife, Effi, who was by his
side during the trial last year, did not
attend.
tov
1992 BSN Students! Enter the
Air Force immediately after
graduation - without waiting for
the results of your State Boards.
You can earn great benefits
as an Air Force nurse
officer. And if selected
during your senior year,
you may qualify for a five-
month internship at a major Air
Force medical facility. To apply, you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF Health Professions, Toll Free 1-800-423-USAF
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• Shipwreck
Archaeologist trying to find Columbus'By Robert M. Andrews
Associated Press Writer
hunch is correct, which today embraces Haiti and the Domin-"To discover and confirm the location of ican Republic, Columbus set sail from Cap-that famous vessel would certainly be one of Haitien on Christmas Eve of 1492. With hisARLINGTON, Va. (AP) — While the the greatest accomplishments ever made in ship becalmed three miles offshore andrest of the world is toasting Christopher Co- the field of underwater archaeology," he making no headway, Columbus went to bedlumbus next year, Daniel Koski-Karell plans said excitedly at his home base in this Wash- at midnight.to uncork an archaeological spectacular by ington, D.C., suburb. About an hour later, strong tidal currentsconfirming discovery of the long-lost wreck- If Koski-Karell succeeds, his stunning shoved the square-rigged wooden vesselage of Columbus' flagship, the Santa Maria. feat seems likely to overshadow many of onto a barrier reef. As the tide receded, theKoski- Karell, 44, a professional archae- next year's international festivities celebrat- Santa Maria's seams split. The crew rippedologist and underwater explorer, believes he ing the 500th anniversary of Columbus' open the decks and salvaged some of thespotted the Santa Maria's coral-encrusted discovery of the New World. The explorer cargo before they were forced to abandontimbers while snorkeling in 15 feet of water landed in the Bahamas on Oct. 12, 1492. ship.off the northern coast of Haiti in 1987. Later on that epochal first voyage, Co- Columbus transferred to the smaller NinaThis week, a private salvage vessel is lumbus visited what became Cuba (where and returned to Spain, leaving most of thesteaming from Miami toward the Caribbean the Pinta's captain defected with his ship) Santa Maria's crew ashore to build a forti-to begin a systematic search of more than and planted a cross claiming the island of fied settlement he called "Navidad" (Christ-100 sunken shipwrecks along the Haitian Hispaniola for Spain. mas), using timbers from the shipwreck.coast to determine whether Koski-Karell's Cruising eastward above the island, When Columbus returned the next year.
Santa Maria
he found that Indians resentful over their
mistreatment by the Spaniards had killed all
the settlers and burned fort Navidad to the
ground. A few pieces of clothing and an
anchor salvaged from the Santa Maria were
found nearby.
The exact location of Columbus' "lost
colony," quickly reclaimed by wilderness,
has been a mystery for five centuries. But
with the help of a Baptist medical mission-
ary who has lived near Cap-Haitien for
about 30 years, Koski-Karell hopes to find
the ruins of Fort Navidad next year.
The archaeological consultant and his
privately financed partners, Sea Salvage In-
ternational Inc. of Orlando, Fla., have an
exclusive contract with the Haitian govern-
ment to locate the Santa Maria's watery
grave somewhere east of Cap-Haitien.
• Rape victim rights
Prosecutors want to punish tabloid for publishing rape victims' namesBy Dan Sewell
Associated Press Writer
about being identified.
Prosecutors said they hoped the unrelat-
ed cases would convince County JudgeWEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Robert Parker of the merits of protecting theProsecutors who charged a supermarket tab- identity of rape victims. A state law dating tobid with violating state law by naming a 1911 bars news media from identifying rapewoman who allegedly was raped at the victims.
Kennedy estate presented two rape victims "I felt I needed some time to deal within court Friday to argue their case. what happened before anybody knew who IBoth women allow their names to be was," said Lauren Cox. now 20. who wasused now hut didn't immediately after they gang-raped by youths who attacked her andwere raped, saying they were fearful then her boyfriend in 1987. She said she had
Welcome
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from your friends at
Orono Exxon
We've a special offer waiting for you.
Pay in CASH or CREDIT,
and you'll receive the same price
at our full-service island.
In addition, you'll save
2 cents per gallon
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(Offer expires October 4, 1991.)
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Orono Exxon • 63 Main Street • Orono, Maine
ailing grandparents who weren't told about
the attack for two years.
Sharon Komlos, 41, was blinded in
1980 when a man shot her through the
eyes, raped her and left her for dead. She
was hospitalized under an alias and was
scared her assailant would come after her
or her children if he learned her name, she
testified.
State Attorney David Bludworth charged
The Globe with two criminal misdemeanors
for identifying in two April editions the 30-
year-old woman who alleged William
Kennedy Smith raped her at his family's
Palm Beach estate.
Smith, 31, the nephew of 11.5. Sen. Ed-
ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., has pleaded
innocent.
The hearing entered a third day on the
tabloid's effort to have the charges dis-
missed. The Globe calls the Florida law
unconstitutional.
Parker said he'll hear more testimony
and arguments Oct. 16 and 17.
LSAT
GMAT
GRE
Test Your Best
(.1.1titieS FOrming NoN\
47 STANLEY H. KAPLAN
armi Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Classes starting now
for December and (-January exams!
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Col legeNews • ACT taken by record number of minorities• Iowa State students boycott classes to protest budget cuts
• Standardized testing
ACT scores steady, minorities taking it
By Amy Reynolds
CPS
You can call the ACT and the SAT the
optimist and the pessimist of the standard-ized testing industry.
The statistical interpretation gurus saw
last month's decline of 1991 SAT verbal and
math scores as a sign American high school
education isn't making the grade, especially
when it comes to teaching minorities.
But last week's release of the 1991 aver-
age ACT scores painted a different picture.
ACT officials reported that the average
score of 20.6 stayed the same this year and
that minorities are taking the test in record
numbers.
While the SAT found the same thing —
increased minority test-takers — SAT offi-
cials blamed the national average decline on
Thursday
October 3, 1991
3:00 p.m.
FFA Room
Student Union
that increase.
ACT officials saw something else.
"The increasing populations of minority
students taking the ACT and the stability of
their scores as their numbers increase are
welcome trends," said ACT president Rich-
ard Ferguson in a press release. "And part of
the explanation for the patterns of score
stability may well lie in the fact that increas-ing numbers of ACT-tested minority stu-
dents are completing a strong program of
core coursework in high school."
ACT officials noted that all students
taking strong core coursework in school
scored the highest on the exam.
The national average for students who
took the ACT with a college prep curricu-lum was 22.1 the average for students whodidn't take college prep courses was 19.1.
SAT test-takers also showed greater per-
formance when enrolled in more challeng-
ing classes.
The ACT, administered by the Ameri-
can College Testing Program, is the primary
standardized test used by colleges and uni-
versities in 28 states, mostly in the North-
west and Midwest. The SAT is the primary
test in the remaining 22 states.
"The tests are administered to about the
same population," says Patricia Farrant, ACT
spokeswoman.
But SAT officials say their dropping
scores reflect a testing population that in-
cludes college-bound students as well as
those not college-bound.
"As more of our society is being included
in the test, the more likely you are to see scores
decline," said Robert Cameron, College
Board's senior research associate, when the
average SAT scores were released last month.
Have you thought about going to
graduate school? Looking forward to a
career in public affairs, university
teaching, or the diplomatic corps?
Thinking about study abroad or a life in
scientific research? The campus
community is invited to hear about the
opportunities available for graduate and
undergraduate fellowships and
scholarships—Fulbright Fellowships,
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon
Fellowships in the Humanities, and Phi
Kappa Phi Fellowships, among others.
First- and second-year students are
especially encouraged to attend. Now is
the time to plan ahead. Some one has to
win these. It might as well be you.
Sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs and the College of Arts &Humanities
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• Budget cuts
Students
boycott classes
to protest cuts
AMES, Iowa (CPS) — Friday the 13th
scared more than just the superstitious in Iowa—
it caused jitters among state legislators, as well.
Students at Iowa State University, the
University of Iowa and the University of
Northern Iowa picked that day to boycott
classes in protest of state budget cuts.
"One of the goals [was] to infomi the
people and the government of Iowa of our
concerns that the quality of higher education isin jeopardy," Michael Noble. Iowa State stu-
dent body president, wrote in the Iowa State
Daily. "Yet another goal is to encourage all
students to sacrifice one day of classes now, to
become more educated on the issues and to
ensure a better academic harvest in the future."
Students from Iowa State University, I. lni-
versity of Iowa and University of Northern
Iowa joined the llnited Students of Iowa, a
student lobbying group, to stage the boycott.
"The main point was not for students not to
go to class," said Ben Stone, executive director
of the lobbying group. "Students really are
hurting. Professors are overloaded, there arejust a number of problems. This was our way of
showing that students are concerned."
No estimates were available on how many
students actually honored the boycott. But,
about 1,700 students attended a rally at the
University of Iowa, about 400 attended the
Iowa State rally and almost 300 showed up for
the Northern Iowa rally.
Legislators spoke to students at all three
campuses.
"I come here to tell you the Iowa Iknio-
crane Party is in support of what you aredoing," Iowa Democratic Party Chairman
John Roehrick told an Iowa State crowd.
Roehrick's speech was disrupted several
times by four counter-protesters brandishinghomemade posters that said "Support higher
education — go to class" and "Higher educa-
tion — a privilege, not a right."
Roehrick made reference to them as he was
interrupted, saying "The only way they're com-
mittal is with signs... If they were dedicatedthey'd be standing with you, not in front of you.-
1rSTUDENT SERVICES, PO BOX 2596, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
YES! I want VISA®/MASTERCARD®
Credit Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is100% refundable if not approved
immediately.
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CollegeNews
Three men arrested for
separate rapes at Temple
PHILADELPHIA (CPS) Philadel-phia police have arrested two ft atemity mem-bers and another man in connection withtwo separate rapes on the Temple llniversi -
ty campus, and more arrests are pending
Although they would not comment on
the details of the case, police said two Alpha
Phi Delta fraternity brothers were arrestedin connection with an alleged gang rape
Sept. 12 at the fraternity house. The fraterni-
ty has been suspended by its national chap-
ter and more arrests are anticipated.
In the second case, police arrested the
son of former Philadelphia Phillies Pitcher
Tug McGraw. This week, prosecutors
charged Mark McGraw, 20, with rape, inde-
cent assault, unlawful restraint and false
imprisonment in connection with the Sept.
15 incident. McGraw is not a student at
Temple.
According to police, the woman said she
had been attacked by a guest in her apart-
ment. Temple spokesman George Ingram
declined comment.
Minorities will become
majorities, study says
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS) — A first-year
projection of the ethnic makeup of the na-
tion's public schools reflects that by 1995,
one-third of U.S. students will be from mi-
nority groups.
"This trend will continue to grow," pre-
dicts Robin Etter Zuniga, author of two-year
study sponsored by The College Board and
the Western Interstate Commission for High-
er Education. "The white birth rate has de-
clined, so the younger the age group, the
more you'll see this sort of thing. Many
states have no single majority any longer."
The study says 1995 will also see ethnic
minorities making up a majority of students
in four states. In 1989, non-whites and His-
panics made up a majority of high school
graduates in Hawaii, New Mexico and the
District of Columbia.
18-24 year-olds are
biggest ATM users
(CPS) — Need cash fast? No problem.
Drive to the bank, the mall, the grocery
store, the bookstore, just about anywhere,
and use an automated teller machine.
ATMs are nothing new to the college-
aged. In fact, a recent survey by Plus Sys-
tem, Inc., an international network of bank
ATMs, found that adults between 18 and 24
years old conduct more transactions through
bank machines than any other group and 40
percent of them have ATM cards.
"We anticipate an increase not only be-
cause of better access on campuses but be-
cause people are now growing up in an
environment where computer; are readily
available," said Ron Reed, general manager
of Plus Systems, Inc.
THINK.
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• Pressure
l'hat time of the year
Once again with October break approaching the major-ity of the University community have developed ferociousattitudes.
Students are struggling under the pressures of first ex-ams, roommate squabbles, and a universal inability to cope.Every minute counts, or so it seems.
The faculty and staff are getting sick and tired of dealing withstudents. All the excuses, problems and complaints. For many ofthese people every minute is a little closer to quitting time.No one knows why this phenomenon happens every year.Maybe it's the fact that summer just ended, winter is fastapproaching and flus and colds are going around. Who knows?Instead of back-biting and inciting riots among friendsand colleagues we should try addressing problems head-on.If you have a problem with someone or something, don'tjust complain about it, do something about it. Problems can onlyhe resolved if they're confronted. Don't make people find outthat you're upset from someone else. Tell them yourself.We should all adopt the philosophy of my old hero foracouple more weeks. Things will work out. If you confront aproblem there may be an unpleasant scene but in the long runeveryone will be better off. (CJC)
• Drug use
Substance Abusr Aware/Iva
Tomorrow is the first of October, and along with itsarrival comes UMaine's annual Substance Abuse Aware-ness Month.
Coordinated by UMaine's Substance Abuse Services,the largest such service at any Maine university, SubstanceAbuse Awareness Month is a time for faculty, staff andstudents to educate themselves about the dangers of alcoholand drug use.
This month-long series of programs including lectures,presentations, meetings, films and discussions is designed toenlighten people on the hazards of substance abuse and offeralternatives.
In a university rife with budget cuts and the "less formore" services, Substance Abuse Services (SAS) stands outas a rare exception.
Founded in 1985, SAS offers year-round assistance for stu-dents with questions, problems or concerns about (Irug.)r. alcohol.While most universities have a one-person stiff for itssubstance abuse programs, UMaine has an entire, qualifiedstaff of concerned individuals, providing educational pro-gramming, referral, assessment and treatment for students.According to Dr. Robert Dana, director of SAS since itscreation, the college student is susceptible to alcohol and drugabuse because of the "complicated environment," they live in.High expectations and stress levels lead students toexpress themselves through drug and alcohol, which canlead to academic and relationship failure as well as damageto friends and family, he said.
Drugs and alcohol affect too many people on this cam-pus, personally or tangentially, for the UMaine communityto go uneducated. For yourself, your friends or your family,October is the time for you to get involved in SubstanceAbuse Awareness Month. If you or someone you know hasquestions or a problem don't overlook the important re-source right in your own backyard.
Get educated, become aware. (MAA)
Checking in
Last-week I went to the universi-
ty bookstore to buy a few stamps.
While at the counter. I noticed a
student in the next line, trying to
cash a check.
"I' m sorry," the post-office clerk
said, "we don't cash checks here
anymore."
"You don't ?" the student asked,
his eyes widening in disbelief and
shock.
"No. If you want to cash checks
on campus you have to start an
account with the Credit Union. It's
on the third floor."
The student, sighing forlornly,
mumbled "Thanks," picked up his
check, and walked away.
As I watched him leave, I shook
my head sadly, wondering what the
heck the university was thinking,
when they changed the check-cash-
ing policy last spring semester.
According toan April 3rdCampus
article, a combination of bad checks,
employee's time and bank charges
resulted in a $45,0(X) loss to the Book-
store, causing them to discontinue
their check-cashing services.
Before this policy change, the
Bookstore cashed checks, no larger
than $50, and cashed university
checks with a $.25 service charge.
This discontinued service makes
it virtually impossible for students
to cash personal or payroll checks
on campus—at least without a lot of
hassle and headache.
For on-campus students who
have bank accounts at home, this
policy is inconvenient—they prob-
ably don't want to start another bank
account here. I know I wouldn't.
On-campus students who don't
have a home-town account, and have
a car, have the option of wasting
time and gas (not to mention losing
a parking space) to do business with
an off-campus bank or credit union.
There are automatic teller ma-
or out?
Michelle
Hikel
chines on campus. but not everyone
has a card. Besides, there is a $10
initial service fee and a $1 transac-
tion fee.
Also suffering are commuter stu-
dents. Most of them have classes all
day, and may not get to their own
banks in time to cash their payroll
check. To be able to cash theirchecks
at the Bookstore was probably a big
help to them. Now, it cannot be
done.
Finally, the rest of us, who live
on campus, and are without a car, an
ATM card, or any other bank ac-
count, must start an account with the
UMaine Credit Union.
This banking "service," which
the rest of us are forced to take is
not by any means free. To start an
account at the UMaine Credit
Union. one must deposit $25, for a
minimum balance, and pay a $5
non-refundable membership fee. Is
this fair?
Now imagine a UMaine student,
without a car, an ATM card, or an
off-campus account who needs
emergency money, but does not have
the money to start an account at the
credit union, and cannot walk into
town because of time or had weath-
er. Is this fair to the student?
By all that's been written herp,it's plain and simple—the universi-
ty's new check-cashing policy has
severely inconvenienced UMaine
students, and has transformed the
student credit union into a check
cashing monopoly, where students(who have no other means to cashtheir checks) are forced to pay for a
"service" they may not really want.
(It could at least provide vk eekend
service, as none of the other banks
or credit unions in the immediate
area do). It's maddening.
So there if is. This year the
university has no place for stu-
dents to cash personal or payroll
checks without them going
through some sort of needless.
atrocious hassle, which again.
makes me ask, what the heck were
university officials thinking when
they established this policy?
Of course. I do understand that
the money the university lost to had
checks and bank charges for re
turned checks was substantial—at
least enough to force the Bookstore
to cut back these services, but
couldn't this new check-cashing
policy be little more practical?
Couldn't the university at least
establish some place (on campus)
where students could at least cash
their payroll check? (Or doesn't
UMaine trust its own checks?)
Couldn't UMaine, if it has not
already, establish some sort of di-
rect deposit system to help make life
a little easier for its students?
Maybe these suggestions offered
to help this situation are illogical, or
for whatever reason, are not feasi-
ble, but one thing IS certain. UMaine
needs to re-evaluate and reform this
current policy to provide better
check
-cashing services to the stu-dent community—I'm sorry, hut
what is in effect now, just doesn't
cut it.
In the Campus's April 3rd
Aceto said that the new check-
cashing policy "won't really have
an impact on anybody." About
whom was he speaking? Certainly
not about the students.
Michelle Hikel is a seniorjour-
nalism major from Biddeford,
Maine.
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• Parking
Parking office not to blame
To the editoi
Regarding the editorial of Sep-
tember 23 about parking, I could
not agree more. The staff in the
Parking Office and the Public Safe-
ty administration are continuously
asking those who sponsor events
on campus to talk to us about what
they are planning and how their
needs can be met without infring-
ing on the parking needs and ex-
pectations of students and staff who
use these facilities daily. AND WE
ARE OFTEN TOTALLY IG-
NORED!
We discovered the Tour of To-
morrow by issuing parking tickets
for no decal and having attendees
bring them into our office wonder-
ing why they got them and by ob-
serving school busses driving
• Column response
Column
was funny
To the editor:
When my roommate and I first
read Melissa Adams' column, we
laughed uproariously not because
we have anything against "grano-f
las" in particular, but simply be-
cause we compared the description
of her observations (which, by na-
ture, need no support, Mr. Radin) to
those of our own, and found her
colorful vocabulary and sense of
humor very funny.
Certainly, Ms. Treadwell, there
are many "worthier" topics to write
about, and if you look throughout
the papers during this semester,
you'll find that Miss Adams writes
and has written on many of them.
However, just as people read a news-
paper for enjoyment as well an in-
formation, so Miss Adams is not
restricted to only writing infonna-
five articles.
We don't think she really feels
any animosity toward that group of
people whatsoever. Who knows...
it may turn out that she's a "crunchy"
herself. She is only trying to elicit a
laugh.
Anytime a person can, through
their writing, get people to laugh at
themselves, they've achieved an
even greater goal: to give people a
bit more self-awareness and insight.
If these people are truly secure,
confident, and proud of who and
what they are, then they should be
able to see this article as a satirical
observation and a di verse viewpoint,
not as a character assassination. And
then they should laugh like the rest
of us.
Maynard Jalbert
Wayde Marshall
around the campus hunting for
places to park. We missed totally
the supplement in the Bangor Dai-
ly News, including the map of
where to park that had no mention
anywhere about the need for park-
ing permits or that someone else
might be using the lots shown on
the map.
Frankly, when I make a mis-
take, and I do make them, I admit
the mistakes and try to repair any
damage done by them. However, I
resent our staff being blamed for a
situation which we did not create.
We did block off ths Steam Plant
Lot without prior notification in an
attempt to provide parking for the
school buses which would not in-
fringe on our community's safety
as would have been the case if they
had tried to park on campus roads.
Again, we were hampered because
we did not know how many busses
were expected. When we are con-
tacted about events inviting quan-
tities of visitors to our campus, we
require that any reserved parking
have notices posted for the regular
users at least two school days prior
to the reserved use.
I also resent the inappropriate
treatment our students and staff
received. I do ask that you direct
your complaints to those responsi-
ble for creating the situation and
not toward the Parking Office or
Public Safety for trying to solve
the problem' when it was a crisis
not of their making. Thank you.
Charles P. Chandler, Jr.
Assistant Director, Adminis-
trative services
• Entertainment pages
Comic was uncouth
and not humorous
To the editor:
I guess I honestly do not un-
derstand how Mr. Steven Kurth
can be so uncouth.
His comment in his comic
strip "Lunch" on Monday,
September 23rd was not in
the least bit humorous.
To joke about operating a
motor vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol takes a sick
mind, and even sicker to write
and print it in a public paper.
I am not trying to deny Mr.
Kurth of his First Amendment
right to freedom of speech and
press, but if the public is sup-
porting the paper we should
not, and the paper should not
allow such printing to occur.
Alcohol related accidents kill
more people and destroy more
families than anyone likes to
think about, but it happens.
Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ers is a very respected organization
which if fighting for your lives and
your loved ones' lives and should
not he the object of some twisted
individual's joke.
Mr. Kurth should think a little
more before he writes his strip
and possibly take a course or two
in respect and couth.
Scot A. Bradeen
Kennebec Hall
• Drug legalization
Use of mind-healing
plants is beneficial
To the editor:
Wouldn't it be very beneficial
for the world humanity if nature's
mind-healing plants were legally
allowed to serve their Earth-
preserving purpose.
These plants (Indians hemp
weed, mushrooms, peyote, etc.)
create natural elements within
themselves for the purpose of
breaking down the ascending hu-
man mind's tendency to deem it-
self superior to other life forms.
This growing sense of superi-
ority creates a dangerous and de-
structive dis-connection of the
mind from its natural environment,
thus also pitting individual minds
against each other.
We see the disastrous effects of
the illusion of separateness in all
areas of life — from solitary de-
pressions to hostilities in domes-
tic, racial, ethnic, religious, eco-
nomic, military, ecological, sexu-
al, ethical, etc. chaos.
Just as the Christians were once
persecuted by governments for
their beliefs in the unity of hu-
manity, so now our government
persecutes those who sell or in-
gest nature's mind-balancing
plant.
Those law-makers who have not
the insight or courage to reverse
the law of prohibition will have to
answer to the Law of Conscience
before reincarnating with a burn-
ing deterniination to obey the Law
of Spiritual Awakening.
Clearly, sermons and philosoph-
ical words cannot alone save hu-
manity or Earth. We need a subjec-
tive experience. It's only natural.
t".
Dan E. Evans
Bangor
• Academic affairs
Majors, not college have language requirement
To the editor:
I wish to call your attention to
an error in the Maine Campus (9/
26/91) editorial entitled "Re-eval-
uate language requirement," writ-
ten by FDS.
The College of Social and Be-
havioral Sciences does not have
a foreign language requirement for
graduation.
Instead, and here I suspect is
the point of confusion, there is an
entry requirement of two years of
a single foreign language at the
high school level for the Bachelor
of Arts degree programs in the
Colleges of Arts and Humanities,
Sciences, and Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences.
Students may be admitted con-
ditionally to BA degree programs
with the understanding that they
take two semesters of a foreign
language before completing their
degree requirements.
This conditional entry is pro-
vided so the student may make up
the deficiency.
Now, having said that there is
no foreign language requirement
for graduation from the College, I
should note that some programs
within the College do have a for-
eign language requirement that
goes beyond that required for en-
trance.
The determination of that re-
quirement is made by the faculty
of the department.
Although FDS suggests that
UMaine "re-evaluate the neces-
sity of a foreign language re-
quirement," supposedly, draw-
ing from the context of the
article, toward dropping it, quite
the contrary is true nationally
and even on the campus.
Increasingly, colleges and uni-
versities throughout the United
States are assessing the importance
of reinstating or strengthening for-
eign language requirements.
Recent examples of this are
Ohio State University which now
requires a foreign language of all
its students and our own College
of Business which-requires inter-
mediate competence in a foreign
language.
Dean Julia M.Watkins
College of Social & Behavior-
al Sciences
40,
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* * *
For Monday, September 30
I FTODA Y IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Friend-
ships and other social contacts are extremelyimportant to you, but above all, you need a
soul-mate to be truly happy. Affectionate and
romantic, you have a tendency to fall in love
with love, which can lead to heartache, espe-
cially in your youth. Once you learn to take
your time about getting involved, your ro-
mantic life runs a much smoother course!
ARIES (March 20 — April 19) : You are
entering a period of exploration when the
movement of the Sun aspect Venus. Travel
and private study in areas of personal interest
are highly recommended.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20) : You shouldbe prepared to receive guests at a moments
notice. Focus on household needs and re-quirements. Travel is not advised.
GEMINI (May 21 — June 20) : Your sociallife is bound together with travel and visitsfrom friends both old and new. You:' re at yourbest away from home, though not necessarilyfar from home.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22) : Pleasure isyour objective when the warm social influ-ence of Venus works her magic on your chart!Hosting an infonnal gathering of a few closefriends is highlighted.
LEO (July 23— Aug. 22) : Strong romanticpotential envelops every aspect of life whenyour ruling planet, the Sun, noviles beautifulVenus! Pisces and Cancer Natives are drawnto your emotional strength.
VIRGO (Aug. 23— Sept. 22) : Give a child achance to express their feelings about a familysituation without passing judgement. There maybe something they need to get off their chest!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23) : Someone youlove may test your devotion with their unend-ing emotional needs, but you're up to the task!A friend's plans will ha lv to wait, like it or not.
SCORPIO ((ct. 23 — Nov. 21): Once yourgoals are crystal clear in your own mind; yourpersuasive skills easily enable you to con-vince others to follow your plans today!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22— Dec. 21) : Ar-chers attract a great deal of favorable romanticinterest when the Sun aspect Venus helps youto reveal your vulnerable and sensitive side.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 —Jan. 19): Your eyefor quality and price is sharper than ever, andgreat bargains on gifts can be tmcovered! You'renot the type to wait till the last minute anyway.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18) : Theexcitement of travel and the promise of newromantic encounters can make this a thrillingtime for single and married Aquarians alike!Why sit at home and mope?
PISCES (Feb. 19—March 19): Passion runslike an electric current through your chartwhen the Sun noviles Venus! Time spent withthe one you love is paramount. Introduce yourpartner to new music, foods, and experiences!
'  •
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* ** *
Your Daily
Horoscope
For Tuesday, October 1
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
are sensitive and romantic and require a part-
ner that can truly understand your wants and
needs. Do not jump into a relationship before
you are sure you are both ready for the kind of
commitment you so desire. Getting away
from your present surroundings is highly rec
ommended as it may he beneficial to both
your relationship and job opportunities.
ARIES (March 20 — April 19) : The sun
places a strong emphasis on your love life and
inner self. A higher level of self awareness can
be realized by seeing yourself as others see you
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20) : Lending
money or a prized pos.session to a friend is the
surest way wend your relationship on a sour note!
The only thing you should give away is advice.
(;EMINI (May 21 — June 30) : ('areer and
financial prospects are excellent under the
Full Moon in Gemini! This Lunar aspect
boosts self confidence and focuses your con-
centration, a strong day for working Twins.
CANCER (June 21 — July 22) : Be on the
alert for hidden motives when an associate's
words sound too good to be true. Also, avoid
exaggerating your feelings, people are likely
to take you too literally.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. n) : Salespeople are
basically interested in making the sale and getting
you out the door.lkin't he afraid to ask questions.
and walk away if answered unsatisfactorily.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22) : Confusion
over who said what could lead to unexpected
delays and conflicts. Write all instructions
down. Misunderstandings can be avoided if
you strive for clarity.
LIBRA (Sept. 23—Oct. 23): You may have
to shoulder a heavy emotional load to support
a loved one who is sagging beneath the weight
of their problems. Nothing needs to be said;
they know they can count on you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21) : Subtle
hints, indirect comments, and behind-the
scenes conversations provide clues to the
state of office polities. Stay on your toes,
important changes are in the air.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21)
Decisions involving love or money are sure to
be misdirected, so postpone them it at all
possible! Self deception if far too likely.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19) : Work
which allows you thegreatest amount of per-
sonal freedom is highlighted today. What you
don't need is someone looking over your shoul
der at every little thing you do. Break away!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20— Feb. 18) : A hectic
social calendar will keep you hopping all day.
Renewing ties with friends you've lost con-
tact with is particularly fostered now.
PISCES (Feb. I 9 — March 19) : When it comes
to important personal choices, you are the only
one who gets a vote. Listen to the advice of
friends, then make your own decision.
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ACROSS
I Veep Barkley
Misplayed
11 Pay dinl
14 River to the
English
Channel
IS Current rectifier
14 At this time
17 Constantly and
diligently
19 First mother
20 -Carousel' star
21 Pee Dee or
Hudson
23 Author of
'Honor Thy
Father'
25 Torte s place
27 Hate
40 Commence
41 Stravinsky's
The Rite of
43 Freshman's cap
44 Get to the
bottom of
44 Ore of zinc
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
28 Deli machine
30 Not qualified
31 Point of view
32 Still
35 Sale Condition
36 Jun
47 Particular moral
standard
44 Food course
SO Done - turn
St Nearby
57 Landers or
Blyth
37 Jets' former SG Florence s
home cathedral
38 59 More mature
Rosenkavalier" 40 Conducted
39 Insipid Si Inward
62 Rundown
DOWN
Bat wood
2 Grassy field
3 Food
receptacle
• Fragment
5 Most intimate
. 6 Bracken or
Fisher
7 Fissure
a Search about
9 Old Tokyo
10 Draw away
11 All around
12 Nomad
13 Room for lugs.
linens. etc
IS Tweeds twitter
22D DE
23 Strained
24 Directly
25 Hawaiian
wreaths
26 Jam
27 Couple
'
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II
23 24
25111
26
17 82 29
30IUUU
31
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43hUh
diii
38 39
42 ii.i41
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45UUii
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111160 Si 61
28 Argot
29 Hog at
31 Cygnet
33 Eldritch
34 London art
gallery
38 Meager
37 Laurel of films
39 Rich cloth with a
raised design
40 Planters
42 Key letter
43 Hugo s Ruy
_ __-
•• Embryonic
45 Make amends
44 Lineage
44 Carlyle was one
49 Soprano Gluck
52 Large wine cask
53 Hasten
54 Mimic
55 Composer
Rorem
56 Not sweet, as
wine
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (750 each minute).
Personal A.strology Consultations by Telephone
Ca11.1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrol-
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone The first
minute is FREE You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Public administration professor saw Somalian civil war from page 1
sity to find out what was going on.
"You can't go (to school]," came the
reply. "There's a major battle going on."
Several class sessions were canceled be-
cause of fighting.
Ekstrom regrets that there is little infor-
mation to be found in the United States on
Somalia's current situation.
Not all of Ekstrom's memories of Somalia
are of the fighting. He remembers leaving
Mogadishu and going off to the bush where he
ate under the trees. The temperature of the
region was constantly 80 to 90 degrees which
was occasionally made milder by the continual
breeze coming off the ocean. He recalls how it
rained only two months out of the year.
Ekstrom recalls how camels were consid-
ered among the most valuable of possessions.
"Camels are highly valued. ..1 had a student
who was very proud because his wife was a 50
camel woman. His father had to pay 50 camels
for his mother's dowry," Ekstrom said.
According to Ekstrom. Somalia, located on
Africa's eastern coast due south from Saudi
Arabia, is a country quite similar to Ethiopia.
In an attempt to sum up his experiences in
Africa, Ekstrom said, "I think I learned more
fin Somalia) than it was possible for my
students to learn."
"So here lam in Maine. I'm very glad to
be here," Ekstrom said. "The changing of
leaves and the growing cold will be the first
time I experienced them in three years."
• Police investigation
Investigation says Lewiston officer shot man in self-defenseLEWISTON, Maine (AP) — An internal
investigation by the Lewiston police con-
cluded that an officer who shot a man last
month during a domestic disturbance acted
in self-defense and did not use excessive
force, Chief Laurent F. Gilbert said Friday.
The investigations by both the state and
the city were prompted by the Aug. 13
shooting of Michael Roy, 36, who remains
hospitalized in serious condition after being
shot twice by one of at least three officers
who responded to the disturbance at Roy's
home at Tall Pines Apartments.
Roy was reportedly armed with two steak
knives when confronted by police. Witness-
es had given conflicting accounts about
whether he was trying to put the knives
down or was advancing toward the officers
when the shooting occurred.
Gilbert said the case file will be turned
over to the Androscoggin County district
attorney's office for a review of whether
Roy should face criminal prosecution.
The chief said the internal investigation
found that Whalen and his fellow officers
acted lawfully and in line with department
rules and regulations.
Graduate & Professional
.,c School Fair
•
I 'Ilivi•rsity ni \ (11,irlbritirtit. Hall. ( Nli ().-1-46.0 • Tel: (2)7) :iS1-1: i:-)9 • Fax: (207) Ml -15.51i
Sponsored by the CAREER CENTER
Thursday, October 3, 1991
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
in the Bangor Lounges, North
and South Lown Rooms, Memorial Union
Over 25 representatives from a variety of programs, including:
• Bentley College
• Boston College Wallace E. Carroll School
of Management
• Columbia University School of
Social Work
• Emerson College
• Franklin Pierce Law Center
- Massachusetts School of law
• New England College of Optometry
- New Hampshire College Graduate
School of Business
• New York Chiropractic College
• Northeastern University Graduate
School of Business Admn.
• Pennsylvania College of Podiatric
Medicine
• Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Lally
Management Center
• Simmons College-Grad. School of
Library & Info Sciencee
• Simmons College School of Social Work
• Springfield College
• Suffolk University
• University of Bridgeport School of law
• University of Chicago Graduate
School of Business
• University of Connecticut School of
Dental Medicine
• University of Maine School of law
• University of New England
• University of New Hampshire
-Coll. of Engineering &Phys. Science
-Whittemore Sch. of Business &
Economics
• University of Southern Maine Muskie
Institute Grad. Program in Public
policy & Management
• Vermont Law School
• Washington & Lee University
School of law
• Western New England College
School of Law
• Widener University School of Law
Questions? Call 581-1359 • The Division of Student Affairs
Pharmacy from page 1
be ordered and shipped overnight.
"Our inventory is representative of the
types of medications commonly used by this
student age group. If we don't have some-
thing we can order it one day and it will be
here the next," Mallory said.
In urgent cases Mallory and Kotredes do
not hesitate to refer students to an outside
pharmacy.
Mallory stressed that UMaine Student
Insurance does not cover the cost of pur-
chases at the pharmacy. Likewise, Medicaid
is riot accepted there.
Students wishing to use their own insur-
ance toward purchases must obtain a non-
participating provider form from their insur-
ance company, fill it out, and bring it to the
pharmacy in order to make their claim. Mal-
lory said.
Mallory and Kotredes said the pharmacy
is well equipped to deal with student needs.
There are currently no plans to expand the
existing facility.
We are able to handle the present level
of demand," Mallory said. "We should he
able to continue to do so in the future,
barring something major like a measles ep-
idemic."
Buy one
get one
free(with ,D)
r,enternter 1 1 rtq I throligh Mu I 101.1?
*SUBWAY'
Stillwater Ave Bangor and Wilson St. Brewer
Theli-liew Ylloge
Car Wash(Next to Thriftwcry Food (enter)
Automatic • Toudiess
4 Self Serve Rays 0
0
Open Daily from 8 to 8
Wednesdays are Students Days!
S2.00 off our automatir wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
University of Maine graduates
who h., p.rh.p.t..d in Cooperative Education will
receive a free Rsum Directory from the
National Commission for Cooperative Education The
Directory WWI Udel 40 employing organizations
surt, ag Walt Disney World Company, Eastman Kodak
Company Digital Fquipment Corporation. IBM and the
US Department of Labor To qualify, students must
be in their final year of an Associate or Bachelor s Degree
Program. be available for full-tune employment by
September IQQ2. and have participated in a( o-op Program
The deadline for submitting resumes to the
Commission is November I sat For more
information, a:intact the Cooperative Fducabon Office
in the Basement of Wingate Hall. or call 581-1344
•••••..
••••=•••
•••••
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SportsNews
• UMaine Football — It looked good for a while
• Men's Soccer wins and ties over weekend
• Men's Cross Country wins in New Brunswick
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Jays win again
The Minnesota Twins lost
to the Toronto Blue Jays 2-1 on
Sunday but clinched the AL
West by virtue of the Chicago
White Sox loss to the Seattle
Mariners.
Twins starter Scott Erick-
son (19-8) lost in his effort to
become the majors first 20-game
winner. Erickson pitched well
but has been ineffective of late
compiling a 6-5 record with a
6.75 ERA since June 29th.
Todd Stottlemyre picked up
the win for Toronto. (See story
on page 16)
Mets fire Harrelson
The New York Mets finally
fired manager Bud Harrelson
Sunday, ending the controver-
sial managels' reign of the team.
Former Met and Twin play-
er Mike Cubbage was named
interim manager for the remain-
der of the season.
The Mets were 74-80 this
season. The firing comes a day
after general manager Frank
Cashen announced he is step-
ping down. Al Harazin will be
his successor. (See related story
on page 16.)
Burke, Fowler,Corkuni
sent to minors
Former U M ai ne defensemen
Jim Burke and Dan Fowler, and
center Bob Corkum were sent
down by their respective teams
late last week. Burke was sent
to Hartford's AHL team while
Fowler was sent to Peoria
(St.Louis) of the IHL and Cor-
kum to Rochester (Buffalo) also
of the AHL.
Top-ranked Florida
St. wins a slugfest
The #1 ranked Florida St.
Seminoles downed its toughest
opponent to date, the Universi-
ty of Michigan Wolverines 51-
31 Saturday.
Playing before 106,145
screaming Wolverine fans, the
Seminoles scored early and of-
ten, leading at halftime 31-23.
Quarterback Casey Weldon
threw for 268 yards as Florida
St. upped its record to 4-0. Mich-
igan fell to 2-1.
The Campus Sports Ticker
is compiled by Sports Editor
Tim Hopley.
• UMaine Football
Griffin bombs Black Bears 38-20
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
It was a perfect football day at
'owellStadium in Durham, NH. Sat-
urday. The University of Maine foot-
ball team, in its road white uniforms
for the first time on the season, were
looking for a change in fortunes.
The Black Bears, aided by the
return of offensive lineman Dan
Jones to the lineup, were juiced up
for its annual meeting with rival
New Hampshire. It was a perfect
setting for an upset.
Quarterback Emilio Colon got
things goi ng for IlMaine, hitting Tony
Szydlowski for a gain of 10 on the
opening play . The B !Irk Bears moved
the ball steadily (k)wn field, being
helped out by a UNH roughing the
passer penalty after Colon had hit Carl
Smith for a gain of 27.
Smith carne right back with a nine-
yard burst up the middle before Paul
Capriotti got into the act, gaining 14
on a nin around the right end. Colon
then hit tight end Mark Shaw for 19
more down to the Wildcat three.
Capriotti took over from there,
scoring from three yards culminat-
ing the Black Bears most impressive
drive (7 plays-80 yards-2:09 time of
possession) of the season to date.
The kicking woes continued for
UMaine though as Jeff Mottola's
extra-point was tipped by the 'Cats
Greg Lewis and was no good.
Hey, a six-oh lead is better than
a six-oh deficit.
The UNH offense came right
back, hitting on plays of 17, 24 and
nine, down to the Black Bear IS.
The drive stalled there as the
UMaine defense came up big on a
third and three situation, stopping
the dynamic Barry Bourassa on a
short pass play.
Lance Hjelte came in to hit a 32-
Dan Girard, here in earlier action, had seven unassisted tackles in Saturday's lossto UNH. (Boyd photo.)
yard field goal for the Wildcats and
the Black Bears lead was 6-3.
You could sense the LJMaine con-
fidence at this point. They had just
stopped an offense that had gained 433
yards in the air and had racked up 48
points in a win a week ago.
The first quarter ended with the
6-3 score before UMaine made an
attempt to put the 'Cats away early.
halfway through the second guar-
ter, UMaine's Kevin McCoy sacked
Wildcat quarterback Matt Griffin at
his own 38, forcing him to fumble.
Jed Wehnnan recovered for the Black
Bears and the offense was once again
in business.
After an incomplete pass, Kenny
Squirms hauled one in for a nine-yard
gain. Steve Cates then aided the cause,
snaring a pass across the middle for
his first collegiate reception and more
importantly, a UMaine first down at
the Wildcat 19.
A very poised Colon then hit Smith
for a 17-yard gain, giving the Black
Bears first down and goal to go.
Two consecutive failed running
play ensued before C'apriotti scored
his second of three touchdowns on
the day. This time from two-yards
Sec FOOTBALL on page 14
• UMaine Women's Soccer
Catamounts squeak out 2
By Chris Castellano
Staff Writer
Coming into Sunday's North
Atlantic Conference match-up
against the University of Vermont
Catamounts, the University of
Maine had the memory of a disap-
pointing 2-0 to Keene State Col-
lege last week.
And even though the Black
Bears lost that game, the team
showed some signs of being able
to compete with top caliber teams.
Sunday was no exception.
Maine aggressively attacked
the Catamount offense with tena-
cious defense, and gave themselves
some opportunities on offense as
well with some fancy footwork.
By the end of the game though,
the Black Bears again came up on
the short end of a 2-1 score.
UVM struck first at the 31:49
mark of the first half when senior
Nicole Colaneri slipped one past
IlMaine goalie Nicole Ricci for a
1-0 lead.
The Black Bears had ample
opportunities to tie the score at
one, but were unable to capitalize
on a shaky Catamount defense.
Co-captain Tiffany Mosher had
a golden opportunity to tie the score
at the 21:32 mark of the first half
when she controlled a lead pass
from Christina Contardo, but di-
rected it over the Vermont net.
The. Black Bears had another
opportunity at the 4:06 mark when
1 win
mont added an insurance goal at
the 23:41 mark.
Junior forward Debbie Cook
took a pass from Joanne Gosselin
and booted one past the lunging
Ricci for a 2-0 lead.
UMaine could have rolled over
and died, but continued to put the
pressure on UVM.
At the 20:05 mark of the sec-
ond half, Jen Farina dribbled the
ball down the left side of the field
and centered one to a charging
Tiffany Mosher. Mosher capital-
ized on the opportunity and slid16her sec goal of the season past
a diving y Fritz to make the
score 2-1.
Scc UVM LOSS on page 15
sophomore Rhonda Pelkey un-
leashed a shot which hit the cross-
bar and bounced away.
"I thought they were going to
blow. us out in the first 20 min-
utes," Black Bear Coach Diane
Boettcher said. "The kids showed
great composure and really turned
up the volume though," she added.
UMaine held the Catamounts
on defense throughout the first half
and left the field trailing by the
lone goal
The second half began with just
as much electricity as the first half
when Black Bear defenders taunted
Catamount players all over the field.
The Black Bears held the Cata-
mounts at bay for over twenty min-
utes in the second half before Ver-
•
Lab
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UMaine Football
from page 13
out. Mottola successfully added the extra-point
and it was 13-3 UMaine.
Once again though, the 'Cats came right
back. Griffin hit receivers John Perry for 18
and David Gamble for 13 more, before finish-
ing off the 13 play, 59 yard, 5:32 t.o.p. drive
with a three yard scamper of his own with just
:32 second remaining in the half.
It could've been better but so far so good.
A 13-10 halftime lead.
Believe it or not, it got even better.
The offense took over at midfield late in
the third quarter and performed a little magic.
On first and 20, Colon scrambled out of
the pocket, ducking under a would-be tackler.
He then underhanded a pass to Capriotti, who
ran for 13 yards.
Colon found Shawn Campbell for 15 more
yards and Smith added 15 around the right side.
Squires pulled another one down for nine yards
before Capriotti bulled in from - yup, you
guessed it - three yards for a UMaine TD.
Unfortunately for U Maine, football games
are 60 minutes long and the Black Bears only
showed up for 45 of them.
Trailing 20-10 to the 0-3 Black Bears,
UNH' s big-play offense hit high gear.
After a Mottola punt to the Wildcat 12,
Griffin hit Perry with a perfectly thrown bomb.
Eighty-eight yards later Perry was pulled
down, unfortunately it was by his own team-
mates after scoring.
According to Bourassa, the scoring strike
turned it around for 11N1 I.
-The team showed character and all of the
sudden we clicked. The Perry play definitely
turned it around for us," Bourassa said.
;•-j, A key play followed the touchdown. The •
usually sure-handed Capriotti was stripped
along the UMaine sidelines and Lewis recov-
ered for the 'Cats.
Four plays later, Griffin hit Bourassa for 36-
yards and another UNH touchdown. Fourteen
points in a 2:07 span, now that's high powered.
Unfortunately in didn't stop there.
Bourassa scampered in from - yes, three
yards out - to make it 31-20 and you could
hear UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz wonder-
ing what the heck was going on?
"It was a case of a veteran team making the
big plays to win a game," Ferentz said.
-They did the better job and we weren't
good enough to stop it."
First-year running back Lee McClinton
went in from 22-yards out to round out the
scoring for UNH, handing the Black Bears a
very disappointing 38-20 loss.
On the day, Colon was very impressive,
throwing for 232 yards on 21-of-34 comple-
tions. Capriotti was his usual "do-as-l-do"
self, rushing for 71 yards and the three touch-
downs and the offense was the bright spot on
the afternoon according to Ferentz.
The Wildcats (3-1 overall, 2-1 Yankee Con-
ference) came through in the end, as good teams
do, while the Black Bears (0-4 overall, 0-3 YC)
must wait another week to try again.
It really was a nice afternoon, for 45
minutes that is.
• College Football
College Football scores from SaturdayEA ST
Army 21, Harvard 20
Bowling Green 22, Navy 19
Penn St. 28, Boston College 21
Temple 40, Howard U. 0
SOUTH
Alabama 48, Vanderbilt 17
Clemson 9, Georgia Tech 7
East Carolina 31, South Carolina 20
Florida 29, Mississippi St. 7
Georgia 27, Cal St.-Fullerton 14
Kentucky 24, Kent 6
Louisville 28, Southern Miss. 14
Mississippi 24, Arkansas 17
N. Carolina St. 24, North Carolina 7
Syracuse 24, Tulane 0
Tennessee 30, Auburn 21
Virginia 34, Duke 3
MIDWEST
Akron 49, N. Arizona 14
ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
in Residents On Campus
(ROC)
Positions Available are:
V.P. of Financial Affairs
Programming Chair
National Communication Chair (NCC)
Advertising Chair
Refrigerator Chair
For more information and
applications:
Contact R,OC office at 581-1760
or stop by the office at 3rd floor
Ball St. 14, Indiana St. 10
Cent. Michigan 16, Toledo 16, tie
Florida St. 51, Michigan 31
Indiana 27, Missouri 27, tie
Iowa 58, N. Illinois 7
Miami, Ohio 22, Cincinnati 9
Northwestern 41, Wake Forest 14
Notre Dame 45, Purdue 20
Pittsburgh 14, Minnesota 13
Rutgers 14, Michigan St. 7
W. Michigan 35, Ohio U. 9
UMaine Notes
Men's Soccer
Saturday - Win 2-1 (OT) vs. Delaware
Sunday - Tied 1-1 (OT) vs. Drexel
Women's Soccer
Sunday - Lost 2-1 vs. Vermont
Field Hockey
Saturday - Lost 3-0 vs. Providence
Men's Cross Count Track
Meets at Fredericton, New Brunswick
1.UMaine 44
2.Dalhousie 46
3.University of New Brunswick 62
4.UMaine Presque-Isle 104
5.STU 115
Individual UMaine results
lst-Jamie LaChance 25:49
Men's Pepsi Runner of the Meet
3rd-Andrew Spaulding
5th-Sean Tynan
14th-Anthony Anderson
21st-Ken Fengler
26:12
26:20
26:56
27:58
Women's Cross Country Track
1.Dalhousie
2.UMaine
3.Univ. of New Brunswick
4.STFX
Individual UMaine results
4th-Kerry Brothers
5th-Charla Harrie
9th-Karen Salsbury
10th-Karen Fields
24
39
19:03
19:13
19:55
19:59
DOGS
BEER
BOMB
SHIRTS
SALE
UNION
BUY
Our "Book Store Rip-Off Shirts" have been banned. Ask about them.
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UVM loss from page 13
"We showed some confidence in attack-ing their offensive players. We could havebeen there," Boettcher said.
The Bears continued_ to play well for the
remainder of the half, but appeared to befatigued and were unable to provide anygood scoring opportunities.
"We also played the ball out of the air
well I thought," Boettcher said.
The contest marked the first appearance
of first-year goalie Allison Snooks, who
replaced Ricci mid
-way through the open-ing half. Ricci did however return to play the
second half.
"She should be getting some playing
time, we were going to do it regardless of
what the situations was," Boettcher said.
The Black Bears return to Alumni Field
on Wednesday as they meet the Husson
College Braves at 3:30 p.m.
UMaine Soccer Pains/Notes:
• Midfielder Elisa Finer is still ham-
pered by some nagging injuries and did
not dress. Her status is questionable for
next week.
• Forward Nicole MacMillan re
-injured
her knee at the 33:07 mark of the first half.
She too is questionable for the upcoming
week.
• Mosher was helped off the field at the
9:35 mark of the first half. She did return to
score UMaine's only goal of the game.
• The Black Bears have the unenviable
task of finishing off its schedule with five
consecutive away games. Included is an
October 27th game in Philadelphia versus
Temple.
15
Tiffany Mosher (#18) scores the Black Bears only goal of the afternoon with a spectacular sliding redirection. (Boyd photo.)
Clearance prices on 1990
The Ski Rack
New & Used, Cross Country & Downhill,
Equipment
Wednesday, October 2, 9 a. m. to 6 p.m.
it Clothing
in the Down Room, Memorial Union.
Clearance
Don't miss this sale!
* The Banque
SIC
Maine Square • Bonger.Maini C4411
345-6414
E & W CA B
East- & We Campus
Area Board
Ercutipe Openings
• President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer
*Applications available in the East & West
Campus Office, 101 Hilltop Commons
•Due back by 4:30 p.m., October 4th
Executive Elections
*Candidates' Public Forum will be held at
6:00 p.m., October 8th, Stewart Commons
Private Dining Room
*Elections follow immediately after the ibrum!
EfAINCAB involves residents of Androscomin,
Cumberland, Doris 7ivitchell Allen Village,
Gannett, Hancock, Hart, Knox, Oxford and
Somerset halls.
•
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Sports Shorts
Brewers 5, Red Sox 4
MILWAUKEE (AP) - The Boston
Red Sox blew it again Sunday, falling to
Milwaukee 5-4 for their fourth straight
loss and fading to 4 1/2 games behind Al.
East-leading Toronto.
Boston wasted an early 4-0 lead and
lost for the sixth time in seven games when
relief ace Jeff Reardon gave up a two-run
double to Dale Sveum in the eighth in-
ning. Earlier in the day. Toronto beat AL
West champion Minnesota 2-1.
In the eighth, reliever Dan Petry al-
lowed a single to Darryl Hamilton and
struck out Dante Bichette before being
replaced by Reardon (1-4). Jim Gantner
doubled to right and Sveum sliced a dou-
ble to left that put the Brewers ahead.
Julio Machado (2-3) pitched 1 2/3
innings of hitless relief before Doug Hen-
ry came on in the ninth for his 13th save.
Tom Bolton had a 4-0 lead until run-
ning into trouble in the sixth, an inning that
has given the Red Sox fits the last three
days. Milwaukee scored six in the sixth
Friday, three in the same inning Saturday
and then scored three more in the sixth
Sunday.
This time, Willie Randolph singled
and walks to B.J. Surhoff and Greg Vaughn
loaded the bases. Tony Fos.sas, who pitched
for the Brewers last season, replaced Bolt-
on and gave up a two-out infield single to
Hamilton to make it 4-1.
Bichette then followed with a two-run
single and Fossas walked Ganter to re-
load the bases before he was replaced by
Petry. He retired Sveum on a long drive to
the warning track.
Boston got two quick runs in the first
off rookie Cal Eldred. Burks walked and
Jody Reed and Phil Plantier followed with
singles for a 1-0 lead, and Tom Brunansky
hit an RBI single with two outs.
Bninansky hit his 16th homer with one out
in the fourth. Reed made it 4-0 and finished
Eldred in the fifth with an RBI single after a hit
and stolen base by Mike Brumley.
Indians 5, Yankees 2
CLEVELAND (AP) - Rookie Ed Taubens-
ee drove in three runs and Eric King won for
the first time in his last nine starts as the
Cleveland Indians beat the New York Yan-
kees 5-2 Sunday.
Taubensee hit an RBI single in the second
inning and doubled home two nins in the
fourth, ruining Alan Mills' first big-league
start. Mills (I-i) allowed five runs and five
hits in 3 1/3 innings.
King (6-11), who hadn't won since Aug.
5, gave up six hits in seven innings, striking
out two and walking one. He's won only two
games at Cleveland Stadium this year.
The Indians took a 2-0 lead in the second.
Carlos Martinez scored from third on Matt
Nokes' passed ball, and Taubensee hit an RBI
single.
Mariners 2, Chi Sox 1
CHICAGO (AP) - The Minnesota Twins
clinched the AL West championship Sunday
when the second-place Chicago White Sox
lost 2-1 to Randy Johnson and the Seattle
Mariners.
Johnson (13-10), 0-2 in his last six starts,
gave up four hits and struck out 10 in 7 2/3
innings. Bill Swift got the last two outs for his
15th save.
Hough (9-9) did not allow a hit until Greg
Briley singled in the sixth inning, but still
trailed 1-Oat that point. He lost despite giving
up only two hits in eight innings, and Scott
Radinsky pitched a hitless ninth.
The Mariners took advantage of two er-
rors to score in the fourth. Harold Reynolds
reached on second baseman Joey Cora's wild
throw, stole second and continued to third on
catcher Ron Karkovice's throwing error. Ken
Griffey, Jr. hit a sacrifice fly that put Seattle
ahead.
Twins clinch AL West
TORONTO (AP) - The Minnesota Twins
became the first major league team toIto from
worst to first, clinching the AL West on
Sunday when second-place Chicago lost to
Seattle.
The Twins failed to wrap up the title
earlier in the afternoon, losing 2- 1 to Toronto.
But when the White Sox fell 2-1 to Seattle.
Minnesota won anyway.
Minnesota rebounded from a season in
which it went 74-88 and finished in last place.
No team had ever bounced back to finish first,
but the Twins did it in taking their first divi-
sion championship since winning the World
Series in 1987.
The Twins will face either Toronto or
Boston in the playoffs, starting Oct. 8 at the
Metrodorne.
Royals 8, Angels 4
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Rookie Tim
Spehr hit his first career grand slam and Kevin
Appier won his career-high 13th game, lead-
ing the Kansas City Royals over the Califor-
nia Angels 8-4 Sunday.
Spehr hit his second home run of the
season in the second inning off Jim Abbott
(17-11 ).,Todd Benzinger and Mike Macfar-
lane, who had three hits, each singled and
Sean Berry walked with one out before Spehr
homered to left.
Appier (13-9) matched his lifetime best
with 10 strikeout in 7 1/3 innings and won for
the ninth time in 11 decisions. He left after
giving up a two-run single to Junior Felix and
Dave Winfield met Steve Crawford with his
26th homer, a two-run shot.
Mets 4, Phillies 3
NEW YORK (AP) - Only hours after Bud
Harrelson was fired as manager, the New
York Mets heat the Philadelphia Phillies 4-3
Sunday under interim manager Mike Cub-
bage.
Frank Viola (13-15) ended a seven
-game
losing streak and Keith Miller drove in three
runs for New York.
Viola, who lost 10 of his previous II
decisions, gave up two runs on seven hits
before being lifted for a pinch hitter in the
Mets' two-run seventh inning.
Rookie Chris Donnels opened the seventh
with a single off Terry Miilhol land (15-13)
Todd Hundley sacrificed Donne's to second,
and with two out, Garry Templeton, pinch
hitting for Viola, walked. Miller followed
with his game-winning two-run double.
Reds 8, Padres 1
(7INCI NN A ( A P) - Paul O' Neill's sac-
rifice fly tied the game in the sixth and Chris
Sabo followed with a three-run homer, send-
ing the Cincinnati Reds past the San Diego
Padres 8-1.
Shortstop Craig Shipley's fielding error
set up Cincinnati's four unearned runs in the
sixth off Ricky Bones (4-6). Ted Power (5-3)
pitched one perfect inning in relief of Gino
Minutelli to get the victory.
Benito Santiago singled home a first-in-
ning run and Bones allowetljust two hits over
the first five innings to hold the lead.
Cincinnati loaded the bases with one out
in the sixth on singles by Mariano Duncan and
Hal Morris and Shipley's fielding error on a
grounder by Barry Larkin. O'Neill's sacrifice
fly tied it, then Sabo homered.
The Reds added three runs in the seventh
off Ed Whitson
Maine Campus classifieds Call 581-1273for your
 classified ad.
jobs
Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mo age refunds. Work at home. Call
1- 5-321-3064.
rn extra money. Looking for people
o market an all natural, skin, hair, and
nutrition products. Call 942-4441.
Free Spring Break trip + cash! Can-
cun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Sell trips +
bonus cash! Four Seasons 1-800-331-
136.
S ort of cash! Earn $3 an envelope
mailing letters from dorm/home! Ma-
terials supplied! Homemailers needed!
Send: SASE Galaxee Distributors P.O.
Box 1157 Forked River, NJ 08731.
Travel free! Sell Spring Break trips to
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita
Island. Best commissions paid! Call Sun
SplashTours 1-800-426-7710.
for sale
Gibson Epiphone G-310w electric
with soft case 4-sale $200 or best. Call
Jason after 5 at 1-862-6665.
—
apartments
1 bedroom modem, furnished apt.
Walk to UM. Quiet, professional set-
ting. $450/mo. plus util. 945-5810.
Orono, 1 bedroom, quiet, references,
security deposit, 1350/month + utili-
ties. Call 866-5518.
fundraiser
RAISE 5500...51000..31500
FOOL
PROWw up .41 E.
RAIS \....7
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization
AlLIOLUTILY NO INVESTMENT HOUND!
•
entertainment
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare pric-
es! Call Today 947-4220
Found singing + dancing for students
Birthdays. . . Male/Fem Dancers strip
for fun. Sing-A-Grammes 945-6355.
lost & found
Found: Gold bracelet near Neville
Hall. Call 827-5174.
Lose something? Find something?
Call 581-1273 today for your FREE lost
or found ad.
misc.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
Economics tutor available. Call Jane
at 581-1866 or 866-5580.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd
rt off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.
HAVE
YOU
EVER
STUCK
YOUR
TONGUE
IN
A
FAN
